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“Palestine Square” 

Institute for Palestine Studies Launches New Blog 

 

March 18, 2015 – Today, the Institute for Palestine Studies is launching its first ever blog! Join us at 

Palestine Square for expert analysis on Palestinian affairs, exclusive interviews with Palestinian artists and 

filmmakers, and much more. Palestine Square, found at blog.palestine-studies.org is an online destination 

for all those interested in Palestine. 

 

Palestine Square brings together scholars, artists and youth voices to expand knowledge on Palestinian 

affairs across diverse communities and beyond traditional media. In partnership with the renowned scholarly 

journal, the Journal of Palestine Studies, the new blog features content from Palestine Unbound – a section 

of the journal highlighting the ever expanding realm of online discussion on Palestine and Israel.  

 

Palestine Square evokes a meeting place akin to a town’s public square. It is neither static nor monotonous, 

but dynamic and diverse. This is not a mere slogan, but rather a mission and an invitation. Palestine Square 

asks writers and thinkers dedicated to studying the Arab-Israeli conflict to join us in the Square and submit 

comments and content to be published on the blog.  

 

We hope Palestine Square will inspire readers to consider the conflict from new perspectives rooted in the 

value of equal rights. The launch of Palestine Square features exclusive and exciting interviews with 

Palestinian artists, Steve Sabella and Mischa Hiller along with Palestine Unbound videos, articles and 

photographs straight from the Journal of Palestine Studies.  

 

Altogether, Palestine Square represents the intersection of politics and art with plenty to offer readers and 

where all those concerned with Palestinian affairs will find a forum both accessible and rich in detail.   

Contact Paige Brownlow at 202-342-3990 ext. 13 or paigeb@palestine-studies.org with any media 

requests. Please visit the blog, Palestine Square at blog.palestine-studies.org  
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About the Institute for Palestine Studies 

 

The Institute for Palestine Studies (IPS) is the oldest institute in the world exclusively devoted to 

documentation, research and publication on Palestinian affairs and the Arab-Israeli conflict. IPS is entirely 

independent and committed to preserving the collective memory of Palestine and educating the public on the 

realities of Palestine, Israel and the Arab-Israeli conflict. To learn more about the institute, visit 

www.palestine-studies.org  

 

Please subscribe to the Journal of Palestine Studies for more in-depth, relevant and exclusive reports and 

articles.  
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